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Abstract

Conversational AI is one of the most promis-001
ing applications of NLP research. It will be a002
factor in the success of technologies designed003
to improve our lives through human-machine004
interaction. However, current conversational005
AI methods based on neural networks are often006
unreliable. This short paper discusses two dif-007
ferent ways of interpreting the (in)consistency008
of conversational agents’ responses, which we009
call horizontal and vertical consistency. We010
frame their limits with respect to grounding011
and present a broader outlook on the general012
problem of conversational agent design.013

1 Introduction014

Conversational AI is one of the most promising015

applications of Natural Language Processing and016

has proven revolutionary for human-machine inter-017

action. However, current conversational AI meth-018

ods, based on neural networks, are often unreliable:019

agents (or models) tend to be inconsistent through-020

out a dialogue, and minor changes to the prompts021

are likely to change their answers. This inconsis-022

tency violates some of the basic assumptions we,023

as human speakers, bring to a conversation (Hovy024

and Yang, 2021).025

This variability is a crucial drawback of neural026

models: if we cannot be sure about what a model027

is going to say about something, how can we be028

sure the agent is going to behave according to hu-029

man standards? An agent that changes opinion is030

not reliable enough to be used in the real world.031

As noted by Bianchi and Hovy (2021), the gap be-032

tween the adoption of models and their subsequent033

understanding is still vast: models get adopted and034

used without the ability to ensure output quality in035

all given contexts. Our (admittedly strong) claim036

is: models that are not consistent are not safe to be037

released and used in conversational pipelines.038

We argue that to build effective conversational039

AI agents, we need to enforce a specific level of040

consistency. Can we trust a healthcare conversa- 041

tional AI agent who might change opinion on treat- 042

ing a patient or has dubious ethical values? 043

We refer to this problem as the lack of consistent 044

grounding; agents should ground their knowledge 045

somewhere – and the developers should share this 046

knowledge. Given a question or a prompt, the agent 047

will generate the most probable answer to that ques- 048

tion based on what it has seen during training. The 049

agent is thus trying to fit into the reality created at 050

runtime by the user. Today’s models are adapted to 051

this reality, and the lack of grounding limits their 052

usefulness. 053

Figure 1 shows an example of the runtime gen- 054

eration of an agent’s reality: in the first instance, 055

the user describes a blue house, but in the second, 056

the house is red. The agent seems to agree with 057

both interpretations. While the example is naive, 058

it demonstrates an issue from a logical point of 059

view (i.e., that the reality of the agent is generated 060

at runtime by the user) and safety (i.e., we do not 061

know what to expect from an agent as its answer 062

might not be consistent). 063

In this short position paper, we first define con- 064

sistent grounding, a property we believe is funda- 065

mental to building AI agents. Then we discuss 066

two of the ways in which agents tend to lack un- 067

derstanding, outlining cases in which they fail to 068

understand the world. More precisely, we define 069

two different levels of consistency that conversa- 070

tional agents need to be reliable enough for general 071

use. The first one we call vertical consistency, i.e., 072

whether an agent is consistent along a conversa- 073

tion. The second one is horizontal consistency, i.e., 074

whether an agent responds with similar answers 075

across multiple initializations, independent of the 076

prompt’s surface form. As we will see, neither of 077

them holds. Standard notions of linguistic coher- 078

ence generally consider turn-level semantic related- 079

ness, i.e., whether consecutive turns between two 080

agents are semantically related (Gupta et al., 2019). 081
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Figure 1: Reality, for the agent, is generated at runtime. Examples from the DialoGPT-large model.

However, in vertical consistency we only consider082

turns produced by the same agent.083

Contributions. We suggest two aspects of con-084

versational consistency and their formalization and085

propose an approach to their computational veri-086

fication. We also discuss how this approach fails087

and where it might not be applicable. We open the088

discussion for a more structured understanding of089

how conversational AI is consistent during conver-090

sations. Our vertical and horizontal consistency091

proposal tries to bring attention to how we develop092

these agents and focus on what is missing. We093

discuss the limitations of this proposal and give a094

broader outlook on the general problem.095

2 Consistent Grounding096

The term grounding has been interpreted in differ-097

ent ways by researchers in linguistics, computer098

science, and cognitive science (see (Chandu et al.,099

2021) for an in-depth discussion on the terminol-100

ogy). Here, we refer to grounding as to the princi-101

ple of associating symbols in a sentence with their102

referent. However, we also want this grounding103

to be consistent: the descriptions and the opinions104

about these referents should be fixed and should105

not change over time. If grounding is missing or106

shaky, the agent is going to be less reliable in terms107

of communication.108

This general issue of grounding has been re-109

cently debated in the community (Bender and110

Koller, 2020; Bisk et al., 2020; Benotti and Black-111

burn, 2021) as a general analysis of the limits of112

language models to perform natural language un-113

derstanding. Our argument is not to reiterate that114

these models cannot bring us to proper natural lan-115

guage understanding.1 Instead, we are more in-116

terested in highlighting the fact that without the117

ability to ground terms, we will not even be able118

1This discussion would be better framed in terms of the
symbol grounding problem (Harnad, 1990) and the classical
Chinese Room argument (Searle, 1980).

to build effective and controllable agents that we 119

can deploy in the real world. Simply put, agents 120

developed with neural methods will not be reliable 121

if their grounding is not consistent. 122

The term “consistent grounding” is different 123

from “coherence”. Coherence is undoubtedly es- 124

sential, and it is still worth referring to coherence in 125

a single discussion. However, coherence does not 126

give a general idea of the problem. The lack of co- 127

herence can be a symptom of the lack of grounding. 128

However, an agent might be incoherent for many 129

reasons (e.g., this could come from an issue during 130

the training). Our aim with consistent grounding 131

is to bring more attention to the fact that the same 132

questions (or questions that describe the same as- 133

pects of the world) should be answered similarly 134

by the agents, but also that the conversation should 135

not affect the beliefs of the agents. Note that we 136

are not making a normative claim on what the an- 137

swer should be, but that the answers should always 138

descriptively have the same meaning. 139

We expect agents to reply similarly to similar 140

questions whenever asked. However, what we of- 141

ten see is that the grounding is not fixed in these 142

agents (as already depicted in Figure 1). This lack 143

persists because, at the start of a new conversation, 144

the agent builds its reality, fitting it to what the user 145

has said. This behavior is probably a result of the 146

training process: the agent is trained to emulate 147

many different partners in a multi-turn conversa- 148

tion, trying to adapt to any input. 149

We will now illustrate two ways agents should 150

be consistent throughout a conversation or multiple 151

conversations. 152

2.1 Vertical Consistency 153

During a conversation, the opinions of a conversa- 154

tional agent should not change (unless this is an 155

intended feature, such as in Turan et al. (2020)). An 156

agent that replies positively to the question “Are 157

you happy?” should not also reply positively to the 158

question “Are you sad?” We refer to this quality as 159
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vertical consistency.160

However, this task is not easy, since long-range161

consistency is difficult to implement. Figure 2 il-162

lustrates the issue using BlenderBot (Roller et al.,163

2021): the agent is unable to ground the mean-164

ing of something like a birthday, and so the entire165

conversation soon becomes meaningless. The fact166

that “birthdays” are something fixed in time is not167

embedded in the agent.168

“Your birthday is 
tomorrow!”

“Thank you! I am looking 
forward to it. I am going to 
have a great time.”

“Your birthday was last 
month”

“Yes, it was. I was so 
excited to celebrate it with 
my family and friends.”

Figure 2: Example of failing to keep vertical consistency.
Example from BlenderBot-400M-distill.

2.2 Horizontal Consistency169

Horizontal consistency focuses on understanding170

agents behaviors over multiple initializations. Un-171

like vertical consistency, horizontal consistency172

looks at what happens not throughout a single con-173

versation but during different conversations with174

the same agent. For example, an agent that says I175

like capybaras in one conversation should not say176

that it does not like capybaras in another one.2177

Figure 3 shows an example of this issue. In two178

different initializations of the agent, the agent was179

scared of being alone in the dark in the first and180

didn’t mind in the second one. More generally,181

horizontal consistency should ensure that agent’s182

beliefs are always the same, independently of how183

the users start the conversation or what the users184

say.185

2.3 Grounding for Consistency186

Grounding is a fundamental element for consis-187

tency and of human-language technologies. Albeit188

there are different definitions of grounding (see for189

2There is no conceivable reason not to like capybaras any-
way: just look at them!

example the extensive discussion in (Chandu et al., 190

2021)) we here focus on the relationship between 191

beliefs and the objects they refer to. 192

We assume that agents fail to be consistent be- 193

cause their beliefs are not grounded in anything. 194

The “world” in which the agents exist is gener- 195

ated at runtime when the user opens a dialogue (as 196

shown in Figure 1). The agent uses its internal rep- 197

resentation to best fit that prompt, adapting to what 198

it has seen in the past to support the interaction. 199

This grounding is not only created in real-time but 200

is also shaky: an agent can indeed change opinions 201

about topics when new information is available to 202

them. This erratic behavior should not be confused 203

with human behavior as the change of opinion are 204

often nonsensical.3 205

While there has been some work towards 206

grounded conversations (Cho and May, 2020) the 207

problem of missing grounding for effective conver- 208

sation has been restated by (Benotti and Blackburn, 209

2021). They show that BlenderBot deviates from 210

normal conversations by not grounding terms in 211

their meaning. Moreover, Benotti and Blackburn 212

(2021) introduce the term collaborative grounding 213

as the process of seeking and providing incremental 214

evidence of mutual understanding through dialog. 215

Our critique of grounding starts from the same prin- 216

ciples but extends to a more general apriori lack 217

of grounding towards real-world elements. If the 218

agent does not know what scares it (Figure 3), then 219

its own consideration about it will change with 220

respect to the reality projected by the user. 221

This general issue opens up the question of 222

whether the training pipelines we are developing 223

now are effective for meaningful interaction with 224

the agents. The underlying models are trained to de- 225

velop an underlying assertiveness with the speaker, 226

but they do not build any internal reality. 227

2.4 Why is Consistency Needed? 228

Consistency is vital in high-stakes settings (e.g., 229

healthcare chatbots (Dinan et al., 2021)), and we 230

expect the agent to be consistent over moral, ethical, 231

and factual situations. Note that we do not aim to 232

make normative statements about which answer 233

the agent should give to an ethical question. Our 234

main point is that the answer should not change 235

with a different prompting or over the course of the 236

conversation. 237

3This is different from what is usually referred to as non-
monotonic inference in logic (Brewka, 1991) where beliefs
are updated when new information is available
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“What scares you?”

“I don't know, I just don't 
like the idea of being alone 
in the dark.”

“Do you like the idea of 
being alone in the dark?”

I don't mind it as long as I 
know I'm not going to get 
murdered.

Figure 3: Example of failing to keep horizontal consistency. In two different initializations of the agent, with
question addressing a common aspect, the agent gave a completely different answer. Example from BlenderBot-
400M-distill.

2.4.1 Moral and Ethical Knowledge238

We expect general agents to have controllable opin-239

ions on morals-related questions. For example, we240

do not expect an agent to suggest someone commit241

suicide, independently from how the conversation242

is going.4243

Recent conversational methods have worked into244

integrating classifiers to detect properties of the an-245

swers from the agent. For example, classifiers that246

detect unsafe text can be used to prevent the agent247

from generating hateful text or from discussing spe-248

cific topics (Adiwardana et al., 2020; Roller et al.,249

2021; Xu et al., 2020). This solution is not scal-250

able as this would require a classifier for everything251

we want to control the agent for. The third alter-252

native has been to train the model in such a way253

that it does not answer specific questions that are254

sensible (Xu et al., 2020).255

2.4.2 Factual Knowledge256

Facts, in general, do not need to be changed. We257

expect the agent to provide the same descriptions258

for an object independently of how a question is259

asked. This is very important also for fact-checking260

approaches in general. However, facts might need261

to be updated. An illustrative issue in NLP is the262

fact that, for BERT, the 2019 coronavirus never263

existed (Loureiro et al., 2022). This opens up the264

issue of developing methods to edit the knowledge265

contained in language models without retraining266

them (De Cao et al., 2021).267

2.5 When Consistency does not Apply268

Nevertheless, some questions do need different an-269

swers or updates and there are different cases in270

which the requirement of consistency does not ap-271

ply. While we have argued for consistent grounding272

4https://artificialintelligence-news.
com/2020/10/28/medical-chatbot-openai-g
pt3-patient-kill-themselves/

we are aware that this grounding is not desirable in 273

all situations. 274

We expect agents to remember our name when 275

we dialogue and not to change how they address 276

us. A conversational agent to reserve a table at the 277

restaurant might also need to record new informa- 278

tion or information that might be useful to book the 279

table. There are definitely many elements that the 280

agent has to learn and store at runtime: user names, 281

booking dates. 282

This issue opens another problem that might not 283

be easy to solve: there is the need to balance what 284

an agent should change and what an agent should 285

not change. Listing all these elements might be 286

a difficult task and might not be scalable for the 287

design of domain-specific chatbots. 288

3 Broader Outlook 289

In this paper, we discussed the issue of grounding in 290

the context of conversational agents. We introduce 291

the concept of consistent grounding, the capability 292

of agents to ground meaning and beliefs in referents 293

without changing these beliefs at run time. 294

We believe that without this ability, we can 295

hardly rely on the agents we are currently train- 296

ing and deploying: if we cannot predict what the 297

answer to a question is going to be, can we trust 298

the agent we are using? 299

We suggest two initial ways in which agents fail 300

to respect this grounding and we call these vertical 301

and horizontal consistencies. We hope that our pa- 302

per can open the discussion on how to build agents 303

that have a more stable grounding mechanism and 304

to the introduction. We also hope we can in the 305

future work together in defining specific tests to 306

verify if vertical and horizontal consistencies are 307

preserved in the agents. 308
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